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The *Politicus* Myth (268 D - 274 E) and the History of Religions

Platonic scholars generally emphasize that "god" (ὁ θεός) has no ontological preeminence in Plato’s system. This view is in fact well grounded in Plato’s doctrine according to which every entity is ontologically and axiologically subordinate to the Ideas, *in primis* the Idea of Good. Even in the *Timaeus* God may be regarded as a “factor of rational causation” who looks to the Ideas for his demiurgic activity. Having in this way made allowance for the dialectical truth, we will not deny that the god of *Timaeus* and the god of the *Politicus* myth, as well as —*mutatis mutandis*— the gods of the *Laws* (bk. X), are majestic characters whose role may appear analogous to that played by God (i.e. the Supreme Being) in a positive religion. So it may be interesting for those concerned with the history of religions to tackle a Platonic god —in this case the god of the *Politicus* myth— in the same way as they would deal with other cult realities of ancient religion.

God: his characterisation from a comparative point of view

If we wonder what kind of god is the one acting on the stage of this tantalizing myth, we would find that he is a many-sided figure. First he comes on the scene with the familiar and reassuring features of Zeus. The god (ὁ θεός) who, “bearing witness for Atreus”, is responsible “for the change in the setting and rising of the sun and stars” (269 A 1-5) is obviously the sky-god and supreme head of the Olympian pantheon. According to a mythical tradition first

---


2. H. CHERNISS, *The Sources of Evil according to Plato*, in *PAPhS* (1954) [= *Selected Papers*, Leiden, 1977, p. 254]. Cf. MOHR, *op. cit.* (n. 1), p. 22-23: “If the Demiurge bears a resemblance to any of the gods of the Western theistic traditions, it is to the god of the ontological argument, or at least of those variants of the argument, like that in Descartes’s Third Meditation, which employ the principle of sufficient reason.”
attested in Euripides³, Zeus made the sun reverse his course in order to demonstrate the priority of a rightful claim even to the prejudice of the cosmic order, in other words to validate the appalling maxim *fiat iustitia, pereat mundus*.⁴ We may admit that "Plato’s real theological beliefs had little in common with the ancient religion"⁵; but such a Zeus, so eager to interfere in human and cosmic affairs, looks really sympathetic to Plato’s uncompromising ethical fundamentalism.

*Prima facie* the provident god (ὁ θεός), who (269 C 4-5) helps to guide the universe (τὸ πάν) in its motion and revolution (συμποθητεῖ περεύμενον καὶ συγκυκλεῖ), seems cognate to the watchful god of the Argive saga. If in fact it is true that the germ of the *Politicus* myth are to be found in a presumably very old tradition, there Plato operates a significant shift of emphasis. In the time of Atreus the sun’s change of direction took place following the god’s active intervention. In Plato’s phantasy the change in the movement of the whole (leading to changes in the movement of the parts, *in primis* the sun and the stars) occurs at the very moment that the god lets go the helm leaving the world to itself (269 C 5). So Plato’s god seems to keep his distance from the Zeus of the standard Greek religion.

Let us now examine the activities that this god carries out in positive way (his intervention in this world), leaving for later the activities that he carries out in negative way (his non-intervention). God acts on the world in two stages. In the beginning he constructed (συναρμόσαντος: 269 D 1) or fashioned (συνθέντος: 273 B) or even begot (γεννήσαντος) the universe. To use a less anthropomorphic terminology, he gave order to it (κοσμήσας: 273 D 4). So he may be called “maker, creator” (δημιουργός: 270 A 5) or even “creator and father” (273 B 1-2). During the first of the alternating world-periods, God accompanies the world in its forward revolution (269 C 4-5, *cit. supra*); in other words God “controls with his providence the whole revolution” (τῆς κυκλήσας ἥρχεν επιμελοῦμενος ὄλης: 271 D 3-4), while other gods or daemons rule over all the parts of the cosmos which are appointed to them (271 D - E 1). The famous king Cronus of the legend was just one of the attendant gods and was in charge of men (i.e. adult males without women or children) as “overseer”

---


⁴ This Euripidean and Platonic concept of Zeus’ Dike would appear characteristically non-Greek if we should generalize the conclusions of H. LLOYD-JONES, The Justice of Zeus, Berkeley-Los Angeles-London, 1971, p. 161-162: “Dike means basically the order of the universe, and in this religion the gods maintain a cosmic order. This they do by working through nature and the human mind, and not by means of extraneous interventions...”

⁵ LLOYD-JONES, op. cit. (n. 4), p. 163.
and "shepherd". Consequently, God is rightly called the "pilot" or "steersman" of the universe (τοῦ παντὸς ὁ κυβερνήτης: 272 E 4; cf. 273 C 3)\(^7\).

Let us now pass to God's negative activities, i.e. the moment of his non-interference in the cosmic affairs. When the cycles of the time appointed to it have accomplished their measure God lets the universe go to its destiny (ἀνήκεν: 269 C 5), with the result that it begins to revolve in the contrary direction, of itself (αὐτόματον: 269 C 7). This backward revolution or rotation in reverse (ἀνακύκλωσις) is providentially "the smallest possible alteration of the motion which pertains to it" (269 E 2-3). Elaborating on the nautical metaphor, Plato represents this behaviour of the god as that of a helmsman retiring from the steering-tiller of his boat. We are not told the reasons of the helmsman's departure. Since he is not conditioned by any necessity — ananke or heimarmene — but only by the nature of his models — the Ideas —, it is a matter of conjecture if he is bored, tired, worried, or ... sleepy. This may seem an academical question, but in fact it touches on the crucial point, i.e. the problem of God's freedom and/or responsibility in the government of this world. The following is the dramatic formulation of Plato's response to the mystery of God's attitude vis-à-vis the world. In the end God, the great steersman, "did retire into his watch-tower" (εἰς τὴν αὐτὸν περιοχὴν: 272 D 5)\(^8\).

This standoffish attitude of the demiurge, which has such upsetting effects on the macrocosmos, has an impact on the human microcosmos as well. As soon as the world is abandoned by the supreme god, men are bereft of the care of the daemon (presumably to be identified with Cronus) who had got them to keep and tend (274 B 5-6) and lose also the watch kept over them by the other inferior gods (274 D 3-4).

---

\(^6\) For S. ROSEN, *Plato's Myth of the Reversed Cosmos*, in *RMeta* (1979), p. 74 (cf. 82), the demiurge and Cronus are one and the same, as is also the case with Zeus: "We have three different aspects of the same deity, of in a sense, a kind of Hegelian synthesis of the two opposites, Cronus and Zeus." This may be true at a metaphysically deeper level but goes beyond Plato's intentions, which in this case do not seem allegorical at all.

\(^7\) According to ADAM, *art. cit.* (n. 3), p. 446, the activities of the *demiourgos* and the *kybernetes* are in the last analysis coincident, that is, "the forward revolution of the universe... means nothing more of less than the creation of the world, i.e. its ordering out of chaos." According to Ch. MUGLER, *La physique de Platon*, Paris, 1960, p. 170 (cf. 173, 178 and 192) — a drastically reductionistic approach — the god of the *Politicus* myth is a symbol "pour l'information structurale du monde et le pouvoir régulateur qu'elle exerce sur les forces diffuses de l'anaanke". For the problem of the Demiurge as a real person or as a mere symbol see the remarkable treatment by T.M. ROBINSON, *Demiurge and World Soul in Plato's Politicus*, in *AJPh* (1967), p. 57-61, with which we fundamentally agree. For parallels with the *Timaeus* cf. P. FRUTIGER, *Les mythes de Platon*, Paris, 1930, p. 204; ROBINSON, *art. cit.* (n. 7), p. 58 and 61.

\(^8\) To be compared to the similar but not identical formula in *Tim.* 42 E: when the Demiurge completed the Creation, he remained ἐν τῷ ἑαυτῷ κατὰ τρόπον ἰδίως. Cf. ADAM, *art. cit.* (n. 3), p. 446.
What religio-historical interpretation is to be given to this myth of an alternate withdrawal of God from the government of the world? Some scholars doubt that this story can be taken in earnest, at least at a higher philosophical level. Such scepticism is unjustified, for this myth—like all myths—contains no dialectical truth in itself but leads to the truth in a protreptical and analogical way. However linked to the old tradition he might be (cf. 269 B and 271 B), Plato nonetheless produced mythical lore by himself (cf. 269 C) for his own purpose. The impact of Plato as a myth-maker on the subsequent eschatological, psychological, cosmical doctrines is well known in the case of the _Phaedo_, the _Phaedrus_, the _Timaeus_. But even the _Politicus_ myth had some reverberation on certain environments.

For instance, the theme of the “cosmetic” procedure that the returning god carries out on the decaying world may find a significant echo in Vergil’s dream of the returning golden age:

```
adspice convexo nutantem pondere mundum, /```

According to Plato’s cyclic view of time (pace Ch. MUGLER, *Deux thèmes de la cosmologie grecque: devenir cyclique et pluralité des mondes*, Paris, 1953, p. 93, 131, 139-143: see H. HERTER, *Gott und die Welt bei Platon. Eine Studie zum Mythos des Politikos*, in BJ (1958) [= Kleine Schriften, München, 1975, p. 328-329]; K. GAISER, *Platons ungeschriebene Lehre*, Stuttgart, 1968, p. 393, n. 178), at the end of every cycle of backward revolution God “again takes up his post at the helm” (273 E 1), in order to restore the things which were gone the way of disease and dissolution during the time when the universe was left to itself.

For attempts at philosophical interpretation see J.A. STEWART, *The Myths of Plato*, London, 1905, p. 193-194; G. FRACCAROLI, *Introduzione*, in Platone, _Il Sofista e l’Uomo politico_, Torino, 1911, p. 84; HERTER, *art. cit.* (n. 9), p. 325-326; MUGLER, *op. cit.* (n. 7), p. 188-189; ROSEN, *art. cit.* (n. 6), p. 80. L. BRISSON, _Interpretaion du mythe du Politique_ (Preliminary Paper presented at the Third Symposium Platonicum), Bristol, 1992, p. 4, emphasizes that “même lorsqu’il n’intervient pas directement, le dieu reste ‘à la vigie’; il ne quitte donc jamais le navire auquel est comparé l’univers”. But his re-intervention at the helm of the cosmos (273 E 1-4) does not take place before that the present period (that of Zeus) closes. During this period—that is our historical aeon—God is not at the helm of the universe (pace BRISSON, *art. cit.* in n. 10), p. 8 and _passim_), which proceeds by itself and is master of its own path (cf. 273 E 6 - 274 A 8: ..., καθάπερ τῷ κόσμῳ προσεπάκειται αὐτόκράτορα ἐνυπὸ τῆς αὐτῶς παρέλασί, ὃτι δὴ κατὰ ταῦτα καὶ τοῖς μέρεσιν αὐτοῦ δὲ αὐτῶν, ... φέρει τε καὶ γεννᾷ καὶ τρέφει προσεπάκειτε ὑπὸ τῆς ὑμων ἀγωνίας).


For the limited fortunes of the _Politicus_ within philosophical milieux see TAYLOR, *op. cit.* (n. 11), p. 249.
terrasque tractusque maris caelumque profundum; / adspice, venturo
laetantur ut omnia saeclo (Verg. buc. 4, 50-52)\(^{14}\). In Vergilius we have the
same correspondence between macrocosms and microcosmos as in Plato: as a
result of the (initially wavering) shift of direction of the cosmos (\textit{mundus}), a
general restoration of the condition of the world will take place (cf. v. 6: \textit{iam} ...
\textit{redeunt Saturnia regna}).

What is most remarkable in the \textit{Politicus} myth, however, is the image of
the “absent god”, because in Plato’s view the period of God’s retirement is our
present time, in which the course of historical events takes place\(^{15}\). This
Platonic concept of God’s absence from the government of the world is
elaborated in an original way by the Middle Platonic Numenius (2nd cent. A.D.).
He distinguishes between a first God (corresponding to Plato’s Idea of Good)
who is utterly inactive (\textit{ánργος}; Num. fr. 12, 13 des Places) and quiescent (\textit{θοστός};
Num. fr. 15, 3 des Places) and a Second God (corresponding to Plato’s
demiurge; Num. fr. 12, 2.14 des Places) who creates the world (Num. fr. 16, 11
des Places). But even the Second, ontologically inferior God cannot remain long
at the level of created things. He confines himself to animating the beings with
his flashing glances (\textit{άκροβολισμός}; Num. fr. 12, 19 des Places), but eventually
he returns to his watch-tower (\textit{μεταστρέφωντος δε εἰς τὴν εαυτοῦ περιοσθήν τοῦ
θεοῦ}; Num. fr. 12, 19-20 des Places, where the imitation of Plato is patent in its
literality) in order to devote himself entirely to contemplation (\textit{ἐπείτα
θεοφητικὸς ὅλως}; Num. fr. 16, 12 des Places)\(^{16}\).

The gnostic Justin is a contemporary or an epigone of the Middle Platonic
Numenius\(^{17}\). In the myth told in his \textit{Book Baruch} Numenius’ First God (the
Idea of Good) corresponds to Justin’s One above all, called the Good (\textit{ὁ
ἀγαθὸς}), at one point identified with cosmic Priapus; while Numenius’ Second
God (the demiurge) finds his pendant in Justin’s Father of all begotten things,
called Elohim. The Good, though taking forethought for the universe
(\textit{προγνωστικὸς τῶν ὅλων}; Hipp. \textit{Ref.} V, 26, 1), lives completely apart in a light

\(^{14}\) Cf. A. GRILLI, \textit{Pitagorismo e non nella IV ecloga}, in \textit{Atti del convegno virgilio-
with this scholar that this conception should not be confused with the Pythagorean \textit{epanodos},
\textit{anakyklosis} or \textit{paltingnesia} (cf. Porph., Vita Pythag., 19, which should be integrated into
13.

\(^{15}\) Cf. S. PÉTREMENT, \textit{Le dualisme chez Platon, les gnostiques et les manichéens}, Paris, 1947
[reprint Brionne, 1982], p. 48: “Le Dieu suprême, pour Platon, est un Dieu lointain.”

\(^{16}\) See the literature discussed by É. DES PLACES in Numenius, \textit{Fragments}, Paris, 1973, p. 10-14;

\(^{17}\) Cf. S. LILLA, s.v. Giustino gnostico, in A. DI BERARDINO (ed.), \textit{Dizionario patriarca-
tico e di antichità cristiane}, Casale Monferrato, II, p. 1633-1634. For a more detailed analysis and bibl. see
J. MONTSERRAT-TORRENTS, \textit{La philosophie du Livre de Baruch de Justin}, in \textit{SP XVIII}, 1 (E.A.
LIVINGSTONE ed.), Kalamazoo (MI), 1985 [but 1986], p. 253-261; G. CASADIO, \textit{Donna e simbol-
ini femminili nella gnost del II secolo}, in U. MATTIOLI (ed.), \textit{La donna nel pensiero cristiano antico},
palace at the upper limit of heaven (Hipp. Ref. V, 26, 15). Elohim, once he has created the world through mutual satisfaction following his copulation with Eden (= the Earth, the Matter, or rather the world-soul), desires "to ascend to the highest parts of heaven and to see if anything is lacking in the creation" (Hipp. Ref. V, 26, 14). Ultimately fallen under the control of the Good, Elohim is no longer able to and/or willing to descend to Eden — out of the metaphor he is decided to leave the world to itself (Hipp. Ref. V, 26, 20).

The gods of Justin — the former absent, the latter withdrawing from the world— are typical representatives of the godhead as conceived in a gnostic ideology: unknown, remote or estranged. More specifically, both Elohim and the demiurge of Plato in the Politicus myth (as well as — to a lesser degree— his counterpart in the Timaeus myth) abandon their creation after having accomplished their task. So, from a broader comparative point of view, the gnostic god and the Platonic god may be considered characteristic examples of the phenomenological category of the deus otiosus. The type of the deus otiosus is in fact attested by extensive and world-wide evidence from the cults of non-literate peoples and — with some distinctions— even from the more developed pantheons of Indo-European and Semitic peoples. The phenomenology of the so-called "high gods" was firstly outlined by the Lutheran historian and phenomenologist of religion N. Söderblom (Das Werden des Gottesglaubens, Leipzig 1916, 1926), who also pointed out the connection between the otiositas of these creators and the stability of the cosmic order (compare the apparent paradox in the behaviour of Plato's demiurge vis-à-vis the world). The Supreme Beings are in fact personifications of an order which primitive man finds in the world. But the Supreme Being does not need to be concerned with it, as he has established everything perfectly ab antequo. The mythical past is more important than the present historical situation: as an archetype the former leads and moulds the latter. Therefore the Supreme Being, creator of the world and founder of the laws and rites, takes on the attitude of deus otiosus, i.e. of a god who, once he has defined the fundamental principles of the cosmos, definitely drops all interest in worldly affairs. This Being has ultimately only a second role in the religious life of mankind. This Heavenly Being is static like the sky from which currently he takes his name, and in which he lives. He is a deus otiosus, who only now and there becomes animated owing to the uranian-meteorie phenomena: rain, wind, 

---


19 The case for Elohim as deus otiosus was already stated by K. KVIDELAND, Elohims Himmelfahrt, in Temenos (1964), p. 68-78, esp. 69. The parallels in Plato and Numenius disprove her attempt to demonstrate the Jewish origin of this gnostic myth.

rainbow, thunder, lightning, thunderbolt, dew, fog, and hail. But this apparently impassive, languid and slothful Being is the creator and the first regulator of sky, earth, vegetation, and mankind: as all-seeing and all-knowing (and as guardian of the order set up by himself) he is also the chastiser of various human transgressions. In fact, this god is “otiose” only in comparison to the activism of minor deities; and his indifference towards the human kind after creation is quite relative and does not impair his authority and primacy above all other gods. This apparently paradoxical **otiositas** might indeed belong to the essential nature of the Supreme Being and be in a way the complement of his creative activity. The world once made and the cosmos established, the creator’s work is as good as done. Any further intervention on his part would be not only superfluous but possibly dangerous, since any change in the cosmos might allow it to fall back into chaos. The **otiositas** of the creator is the most favourable condition and the one naturally best suited to maintain the **status quo** (Plato’s view is remarkably the opposite).

After this synoptic presentation of phenomenological data pertaining to the typology of the *deus otiosus*, with special reference to the lore of non-literate peoples, we should be able to outline the traditional world-view or so-to-say the substratum upon which Plato constructed his non-traditional representation.

### God and the Evil in the world

In the last analysis, Plato advances the supposition of God’s intermittent agency on this world in order to supply a cause (mythological, of course) for the existence of evil, both physical and moral, in a world supposed to be governed by a god altogether good, unresentful, and provident (cf. *Tim.* 29 E - 30 B). In other words, the *Politicus* myth, like the *Timaeus* (esp. 28-48) and the *Laws* X (esp. 899-905) offers a solution to the problem of theodicy. Plato, giving a thelogical reason for the existence of evil in light of the existence of God, who is good and — within the limits of convenience (*τὸ ἐνδυνάμωσις* : 269 C 6) — omnipotent, has not yet identified expressly the active cause of evil. In view of Plato’s theodicy, the efficient cause of evil cannot in any case be attributed either to the action of God “creator and father” or the counteraction of a sort of “antagonistic” god. For Plato, the actual source of evil is in fact endogenous to the phenomenal world.


22 This denial, explicit in 269 E 8-9, is implicit in the whole of the myth proclaiming the absolute goodness of God.

Let us now review the formulas that Plato employs in the *Politicus* myth to identify the source (or sources) of cosmic disorder which ultimately coincides with evil. According to Plato, disorder is symbolized by the retrograde motion of the universe. This backwards (ἀνάπαλιν) circuit "belongs of necessity to the nature of the universe" (ὥστε ἀνάπαλιν ἔχον: 269 D 2-3), which is like an animal (ζῷον) "acting of itself" (αὐτόματον: 269 C 7). The universe has of course been created good by the demiurge but "also partakes of body" (κεκοιμήθη γε καὶ σῶματος: 269 D 9-10). As a consequence, when the cosmos is let go and "moves of itself" (δι’ ἑαυτοῦ ἑαυτὸν τέναι: 270 A 5-6), it "proceeds in the contrary direction" (270 A 6-7). The reason because the cosmos started to revolve backwards is unambiguously asserted once again: it was an "impulse (or urge) decreed by fate and inborn" (ἐμφασμένη τε καὶ σῶματος: 272 E 6). The ultimate source of this impulse lies in a factor which is a "thing reared together (καθ’ ἐναρμοσία) with the previous nature" (273 B 5), i.e. the "corporeal element of the mixture" (τὸ σωματοειδὲς τῆς συγκράσεως: 273 B 4). Before that it came into the present order, the nature of things was in fact "partaking of much disorder" (πολλῆς... μετέχον ἁταξίας: 273 B 5-6). Thus, in the same way as all the good things of this world derive from the demiurge, all the harsh and unrighteous ones come from this previous state of *ataxia* (273 B 7 - C 1). Therefore, after the separation of the universe from its creator, "oblivion" (λήθη: 273 C 6) grew

---

more and more in it until "the influence of the ancient discord" (τὸ τῆς παλαιᾶς ἀναρμοστίας πάθος; 273 C 7 - D 1) prevailed.

So, at least in the Politicus myth, the ultimate source of evil is to be identified with corporeality, τὸ σωματοτειχίς, which for Plato (cf. Pbd. 81 B 5; Resp. VII, 532 C 7; Tim. 31 B 5) is virtually equivalent to phenomenal reality. But neither is the corporeal as such coincident with the evil, nor does the evil originate from the corporeal in se24. The evil rather derives from a factor which is originally inherent in the precosmical reality—the ataxia25 or anarmosia26 which pertains to original chaos27.

24 Cf. ROBINSON, art. cit. (n. 7), p. 63; "It can mean simply that in any complex involving body or the bodily, results tend to be less perfect than in a complex which does not."

25 Cf. the disorderly, erratic motion (ἀπαχώς κίνησις) of the indefinite substratum in Tim. 30 A and of the universe guided (but it is just a hypothesis which involves a reductio ad absurdum: cf. FESTUGIÈRE, art. cit. (n. 23), p. 73, and TAYLOR, op. cit. [n. 11], p. 210) by an evil soul in Leg. X, 897 D 1 and 898 B 5-8.

26 "Discord" or "dissonance", which is the contrary of harmonia (= arete) and virtually coincident with evil (kakia): Phaed., 93 E 6 (a Pythagorean view, of course).

27 Cf. FRACCAROLI, op. cit. (n. 10), p. 83; K. REINHARDT, Platon's Mythen, Bonn, 1927 [= Vermächtnis der Antike, Göttingen, 1965], p. 272; FRUTIGER, op. cit. (n. 7), p. 189 ("le mouvement inverse ou spontané est, avec toutes ses conséquences fâcheuses, l'héritage du désordre originel, de l'état antérieur à l'activité du démiurge"); A. DIÉS, "Notice", in Platon, Le Politique, Paris, 1935, p. XXX-XXII; BIDEZ, op. cit. (n. 23), p. 176, n. 15; PÊREMENT, op. cit. (n. 15), p. 45-47 ("le mouvement, cet ordre naturel, qui n'est aux yeux de Platon qu'un désordre, paraît bien être pour lui la cause du mal"); FESTUGIÈRE, art. cit. (n. 23), p. 71-72 and 74 (the source of evil in the "nature corporelle avant que le monde n'ait été organisé en cosmos"); CHERNISI, art. cit. (n. 2), p. 255, n. 21 and p. 259, n. 44 (see the more general statement p. 257: "Positive evil in the world, both absolute and relative, is produced by the misguided motion of evil souls"); and cf. the bibl. on the most controversial subject of the source(s) of evil p. 253, n. 1; ADORNO, art. cit. (n. 23), p. 140-141; HERTER, art. cit. (n. 9), p. 319-323 ("so darf man schliessen, dass die Weltscheide von dem Orange ihres Körpers zur Unkehr irgendwie infiziert ist": p. 322); MUGLER, op. cit. (n. 7), p. 167, 169, 174 ("le sens rétrograde est produit par les mouvements non contrôlés de la matière"); PUTHIMATON, le flux matériel qui déborde ses digues"); p. 175, 177, 180 (force of necessity = force of inertia), p. 189, 192, 193, 200, 202, 206, n. 1 ("τὸ αὐτόματον che Platon désigne l'action des forces non canalisées de la nécessité"); TAYLOR, op. cit. (n. 11), p. 209-210 (The Politicus, like the Phaedo, suggests what became the tenet of popular Platonism in later antiquity, that 'body' or 'matter' is the source of evil). But this contradicts the teaching of the Laws 896 D on souls as the ultimate sources of all movement: cf. CHERNISI supra; HAGER, art. cit. (n. 23), p. 74 (the Politicus myth offers "die deutlichste Belegstelle für die Materie als Prinzip der Bösen"); p. 99-101 (against Proclus' attempt to demonstrate "dass mit dem σωματειχίς nicht die ἱλαρ gemeint sei"); and that "aus dem πλανημέλεις καὶ ἀπάχως κινούμενον, aus dem σωματειχίς, der ἡμεροθείς έξις, stammt... die Unordnung und das Böse, aus der Bewegung der Materie, nicht aus der Matter selbst", he contends forcibly that "die Spaltung, die Proklos vornimmt zwischen σωματειχίς usw. einerseits und Materie andererseits, bei Plato selbst durch nichts gerechtfertigt ist"); and cf. p. 73-75 for a status quaestionis with bibl. about the problem of the source of evil according to Plato; ROBINSON, art. cit. (n. 7), p. 58 and 62-64 (the 'body' which accounts for the evil in the world... has some affinities with the Necessity of the Timeaus", and in this case "the evidence of the text seems to point to Plato's discomfort about the whole matter": p. 63); MOHR, op. cit. (n. 1), p. 141-157 ("the corporeal on its own without psychical influences moves chaotically, is the efficient cause of the retrograde cycle of the universe, and is a positive source of disorder and evil" [p. 156], whereas "the World-soul itself, seems not primarily to be viewed as an efficient cause either of motion as such or of motion as regular or erratic" [p. 157]; see p. 142 for a discussion of the literature about the causes of "disorderly motion"
If we now raise the question “was Plato dualist in the *Politicus* myth”, we should answer without hesitation in the affirmative. In this myth Plato postulates in an unequivocally dualistic manner two opposing principles which lie at the root of all the phenomena of the universe. These principles are evidently the Demiurge on the one hand and the precosmical chaotic condition of the universe on the other. Both of them have reflections on the ethical level —the Good and the Evil respectively. But at the same time they are ontological principles and primary or secondary causes of all phenomena existing in the universe and determining its nature. We may admit so much that the divine principle has a highest ontological status, and so this seems to be a relative or mitigated dualism in which one principle is subordinated to the other. In this system, however, Demiurge (the active *ordinator*) and Chaos (the passive *ordinandum*) “are and remain opposed to one another and cannot be derived from or reduced to each other”. The two principles seem to be also coeternal, in the sense that both of them exist and act from the very beginning. If we insist, as does U. Bianchi, on the coeternity of the principles, disregarding the fact that they are not coequal, we may even consider Plato’s dualism to be radical, notwithstanding the rejection that such an assertion would raise in many eminent Platonists.

This was also the opinion of Aristoteles (*Metaph.* 1, 6, 988 A 7-17), who points out in Plato’s system two principles (*στροφή*) which represent the Good and the Evil. Cf. the sharp criticism by HAGER, *art. cit.* (n. 23), p. 75-76: “Das materiell körperliche kann nach unserer Platoninterpretation niemals dem ordnenden Geistigen als gleichberechtigte Wesenheit und gleich Mächtiges Aufbauprinzip des Alles zur Seite treten... Genau so wenig wie das materialprinzip dem Geistprinzip gleichberechtigt gegenübertritt (und dies allein wäre wahrer Dualismus), genau so wenig tritt nach Plato auch das Böse dem Guten gleichberechtigt gegenüber”. For other references to Plato’s dualism as envisaged by Aristoteles see GAISER, *op. cit.* (n. 9), p. 243 and 400, n. 209. Among modern advocates of dualism in Plato with reference to the *Politicus* cf. BRISON, *art. cit.* (n. 10), p. 4 (“le renversement de la révolution cosmique s'explique par le mouvement de l'âme du monde qui se trouve, elle, sous l'influence du corps”).

---

28 This was also the opinion of Aristoteles (*Metaph.* 1, 6, 988 A 7-17), who points out in Plato’s system two principles (*στροφή*) which represent the Good and the Evil. Cf. the sharp criticism by HAGER, *art. cit.* (n. 23), p. 75-76: “Das materiell körperliche kann nach unserer Platoninterpretation niemals dem ordnenden Geistigen als gleichberechtigte Wesenheit und gleich Mächtiges Aufbauprinzip des Alles zur Seite treten... Genau so wenig wie das materialprinzip dem Geistprinzip gleichberechtigt gegenübertritt (und dies allein wäre wahrer Dualismus), genau so wenig tritt nach Plato auch das Böse dem Guten gleichberechtigt gegenüber”. For other references to Plato’s dualism as envisaged by Aristoteles see GAISER, *op. cit.* (n. 9), p. 243 and 400, n. 209. Among modern advocates of dualism in Plato with reference to the *Politicus* cf. BRISON, *art. cit.* (n. 10), p. 4 (“le renversement de la révolution cosmique s'explique par le mouvement de l'âme du monde qui se trouve, elle, sous l'influence du corps”).

---


There is another aspect of the **Politicus** myth which is of major relevance to the history of religions. This is to be recognized in its concern for mankind's history, with the ambiguities intrinsic to its course (the idea of progress and/or regress as reflected in the legends of the *gegenetis*, Golden Age, Cronus' kingdom). But all this intriguing matter\(^3\) cannot be debated now given the narrow scope of this paper.
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\(^3\) See the contribution of VIDAL-NAQUET, *art. cit.* (n. 3), and M. TULLI, *Età di Crono e ricerca sulla natura nel Politico di Platone*, in *SCO* (1990), p. 97-115. Both of them—for one reason or another—are unsatisfying from a religio-historical point of view.